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Santa Fe Hydrographic Survey 1919
The most comprehensive reference on the state's most precious resource is now back in print.
List of members in each volume.
This publication reviews both published and unpublished sources on Puebloan, Hispanic, and AngloAmerican irrigation systems in
the Rio Grande Valley. Settlement patterns and Spanish and Mexican land grants in the valley are also discussed. The volume
includes an annotated bibliography.
Vols. for Jan. 1896-Sept. 1930 contain a separately page section of Papers and discussions which are published later in revised
form in the society's Transactions. Beginning Oct. 1930, the Proceedings are limited to technical papers and discussions, while
Civil engineering contains items relating to society activities, etc.

The timeline of American history has always swept through Santa Fe, New Mexico. Settled by ancient peoples, explored
by conquistadors, conquered by the U.S. cavalry, Santa Fe owns a story that stretches from the talking drums of the
Pueblos to the high math of complexity theory pioneered at the Santa Fe Institute. This fresh presentation, 400 years
after the Spanish founded the town in 1610, presents the full arc of Santa Fe's story that sifts through its long, complex,
thrilling history. From the moment of first contact between the explorers and the native peoples, Santa Fe became a
crossroads, a place of accommodations and clashes. Faith defined, sustained, and liberated the people. All the while,
scoundrels and abusers of power elbowed their way into civic life. And who should piece together that story of the
country's oldest capital city? The Santa Fe New Mexican, the oldest newspaper in the American West, walking side by
side with the people of Santa Fe for 160 years-a long life by the standards of publishing though merely a short span in
Santa Fe's timeless drama. This book was compiled from a series that appeared monthly in "The Santa Fe New
Mexican" in honor of the city's 400th anniversary commemoration in 2010. It illuminates Santa Fe's enduring promise to
cling to roots that are bottomless and to leap into a future that is boundless. Over 400 pages, many illustrations,
timelines, index, and detailed bibliographies. Included is a Study Guide for teachers, students, and anyone interested in
Santa Fe and the American Southwest.
Water in New MexicoA History of Its Management and UseUNM Press
February issue includes Appendix entitled Directory of United States Government periodicals and subscription publications; September issue
includes List of depository libraries; June and December issues include semiannual index
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